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The interrelation between span measurement 'Msand nor-
mal. circWar tooth Ithickness Tn can be found by the folloWing
formula: (See fig. 1.)
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Ms= (~- . invcPn + 'lI'"ZS - ....!.... + Tn)' cos¢'", (1)
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where
Pnd = normal diametral pitch
Pnc= normal circular pitch
¢n '''''' normal pressure angle
Z 1= number of teeth in gear
Zs .... number of teeth spanned
D, pitch diameter
~ = base diameter.

The formula (Equation 1) by itself is not diJficu]tto work
with; nevertheless, as soon as one tries to use it, a question
arises: What number of teeth spanned should be used? The
most common approach ,employs ,empirical formulae, 'tables or
diagrams. [11 most cases, this approach provides satisfactory
results, but has two drawbacks. First, it does netassure correct
results, for nonstandard gears and, secondly, the tables and
dlagrams are not very convenient fo.r computerization.

The purpose of this article is to describe an ..analytical method
bee of the drawbacks mentioned abeve and providtngsb-
solutely reliable results.

Equation 1 can berearranged to express the' number of
spanned teeth,
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Fig. 1

7- Pnd-Ms .z._ A. Pnd· Tn + 1
Los, = - - . InV'!'n - I

.,.;'. cOstPn .... ....

Assume a priori that Zs has restrictions on its minimum and
maximum values; i.e.,

(3)

Now we must determine whether these restrictions exist and,
if they do, how they Can be de~ermined.

A~ follows from Fig. 2, the measurement Hne A-AI is
tangent to the base diameter O'hand perpendicular to axis Y.
The line intersects the different teeth of the gear and, ,according
Itogeometrical properties of ehe involute curve, is always, nor-
mal to the tooth profile. This, in turn, means f.hat the amount
of outside diameter Do can be considered as a theoretical



Otherwise, the measurement itself willi be taken on the fillet
rather than. 'on the involute form ,of the tooth profile. Therefore.
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Fig. 2

restriction for the maximum allowable amount 'of span
measurement:

Therefore,

Z Pnd . Msmax Z... .4..
small - . - - • mV''I'n

'If • 'cos 'cPn r
Pnd ,.,Tn + 1 (4)

r

For gears with tip relief or other tip modification, DQ should
be replaced with the corresponding diameter. From the practical
standpoint. the amount of Msmax. calculated by Equation 4.
should be reduced,

The minimum acceptable number of spanned teeth must be
chosen on the condition that Ithecontact diameter should always
be located above the true involute form (TIF) diameter D~.

Z = Pnd-Msmin _ ~ ';nv,.4.. _ Pnd·Tn + 1 ()
. -smin •. 'l'n S'

'l1"COscP'n 'If 'II"

As with every similar algebraic expression, the expression (3)
may have many solutions, one solution or no selufion at all.
The last two results might occur in the case of nonstandard
gears with a small number of teeth .. Of course. one tooth
"spanned" is ,alw,ays possible, but we do not consider it as
spanned.

Thus, to provide a correct approach to span measurement
calculations, the true involute form diameter must be known ..
Unfortunately I ma..n.ygear manufacturers have to deal with the
blueprints where the TIP diameter is not indicated. In this case,
it is a good policy to determine the number of spanned teeth by
taking the contact diameter as close as possible to the pitch
diameter.

The formula for calculating ~ ean be derived by the follow-
ing steps.

Without losLng much accuracy, the T, can be replaced by

Pne since P!1C = ~. Equation 2 can be rewritten as
2 Pnd

. MS'Pnd Z., .
Zs - -- 'mvcP" + 0'.5

CoS¢n"lI' 'If'

(6)

Since the contact diameter was assumed to be equal. to the
pitch diameter. the .following expression is true:

M D· Z.
- -5 ""' 'p·Slnq,.n == -- 'sm/f>"

Pnd

Substitu.'ting the value ot Ms from this equation into (6) we
receive:

z, .. ~ ·tan<l>n-~ . inv cPn+ 0.5,.. ,..
After simplifying (7) the final. result is:



ZZs = - 'cPn + 0.5
11

(8)

This formula. has been successfully applied to gears with stan-
dard addenda and dedenda and, very often, to non-standard
gears. For non-standard gears, additional checking needs to be
done.

Below are numerical values for the most common pressure
angles (spur gears):

z, =~ + O.5forcPn = 14.5°;
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ZZs= - + 0.5 fOfcPn = 25°.
7.2

The rounded Z, must satisfy the conditions found in Equa-
tion 3 and then be used in (1), the final form of which can be
arranged more conveniently for computing purposes:

Ms = [Tn'Pnd + Z'invcPn+1f(Zs - l)]c:?srPn
Pnd

The program developed on the given approach calculates
span measurement for both cases - with and without TIF
diameter, VV'henTIF diameter is entered, the program prints out
a set of all possible solutions inaccorda:nce with the restrictions
in Equation 3. The final choice is up to the manufacturer and
should be based on his ability to manufacture certain sizes. the
rigidity of the caliper, etc.

The formulae given in this article are easily adjustable for
helical gears. It is sufficient to replace dimensions in the norma]
plane by those in the transverse one. Ferexample, the last for-
mula can be rewritten as

Since

A- coscPn.cosy..
cose = -..:..::~--=-

COSy..b

After substituting and simplifying, it will acquire the follow-
ing form:

. . . '. . .. . coscPMs = [Tn.Pnd + Z'mvcP+1I(Zs - l)I--n
Pnd

For helical gears one additional restriction on the number of
spanned teeth should be considered ..Gear hobbing width must
be more than Ms .. sinh, where h - the base helix angle.

Example Calculation Jar Helical Gears
A helical gear has the following data:
Z = 19, Pnd = 8, cPn= 14.5°, y.. = 27°16', Do = 2.922, D, =
2.645, T, = 0.1962, gear face width = 1.25.

Transverse pressure angle cP:

tan 14.5°
tane = ------

cos27,266667°
cP = 16.222165°

Involute Qf¢:

invcP = 0.007816



Pitch Diameter Dp:

19
Dp = ._ _ = 2.67189

8'(0527.266667°

Base Diameter Db;

~ = 2.67189·cos16.222165° = 2.56551

Base Helix. angle 1/4:

sin!h, = sin27.266667" 'cos14S; iftb = 26.32996°

Maximum Span Measurement Msmax:

Msmu = V2.9222-2.565512• cos 26.32996"

Mmw: = 1.253553

Minimum Span Measurement Msmin:

M'mlll = V2.64S2 - 2.565512 • cos26.32996°

Msmin = .576803

Numberof~:

Zsm~ =8'1.253553 - 19 '0.007816 _ 8'0.1962 + 1
'I("·c0514.5° 'I(" 11'

Zsmu = 3.75

Number of 2.mm.:

z.,min = 8,0.576803 _ 19 '0.007816- 8',0.1962 + 1;
'I("·c0514.5 'lI' 11'

4-mih = 1.97

Accepted number of spanned teeth:
Zs .3

Span measurements Ms:

M. = [0.1962'8+19'0.,007816+11'(3-1)1 cos 14.5"
8

M. = 0.9683

Check.ing for gear width:

0.9683·sin26.32996° =0.43
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